
Microtec team has been adhering to the more humanized design concept to continuously innovate new
heat  press  machines.  The  third-generation  cap  press  is  a  more  compact,  lightweight  and  beautiful
appearance while ensuring the stability of the structure. This high-pressure clamshell style heat press with
auto open feature is easy-to-use, durable, and can handle heavy-duty and frequent usage.

 
Its curved heating plate can accommodate many cap styles, including trucker, fitted, snapback, strapback,
flexfit, 5-panel, visor caps, and more.

- Equipped with GY-06 digital time and temperature controller. You can set your time, change between
Fahrenheit and Celsius, and view your production statistics.  

- Opens automatically, preventing over-application and scorching.

- Additional under plate available for oversize, low crown, and other cap varieties.

- Hold-down device secures the cap and provides a smooth surface for transferring.



 

            GY-06 Digital Time & Temp. Control: This controller is very easy to set
the time and temperature.  More accurate of the time and temp. display.  



       

Teflon Coating: High temperature resistance, with better sublimation
effect and low friction to the cap

      Cap Mounting Clamp: Very easy to put the cap on the mounting clamp,
no need to worry about the shifting and falling

                  Rubber Handle: Comfortable rubber with Labor-saving and simple
operation designs, also keep your hand a safe distance from the heating
element.

 Model No.  HPN-CAP-A/HPN-CAP-B
 Machine Type  Auto Release

 Platen Size 102*161.5mm
 Under Plate  Changeable

 Base Plate Size
72*138mm, 78*125mm
100*138mm & 102*161.5mm

 Controller  GY-06 Digital Time & Temp. Control

 Gas Spring Control  Yes

 Voltage  120V/ 220V

 Power  500-1000W

 Time Range  0-999 sec.

 Maximum Temp.  225 C

 Temperature Accuracy ±5 C
 Packing Size  64*36*63cm
 Gross Weight  24kg

 

All the machines are packed in carton with full wrapped styrofoamand provide with manual.



This cap heat press is idea for cap heat transfer.

Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities
without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.
* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of mugs, plates and caps.

 


